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Chinese herbal medicine classiﬁcation is a critical task in medication distribution and intelligent medicine, as well as a signiﬁcant
topic in computer vision. However, the majority of contemporary mainstream techniques are semiautomatic, with low eﬃciency
and performance. To tackle this problem, a novel Chinese herbal medicine classiﬁcation approach, Mutual Triplet Attention
Learning (MTAL), is proposed. The motivation of our approach is to leverage a group of student networks to learn
collaboratively and teach each other about cross-dimension dependencies throughout the training process, with the goal of
quickly gaining strong feature representations and improving the outcomes. The results of the experiments show that MTAL
outperforms other models in terms of accuracy and computation time. MTAL, in particular, improves accuracy by over 5.5
percent while reducing calculation time by over 50 percent.

1. Introduction
Two essential optimization goals for image classiﬁcation,
such as the Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) classiﬁcation,
are computational eﬃciency and classiﬁcation accuracy.
The CHM classiﬁcation can be utilized for a variety of ﬁelds,
including intelligent dispensing and pharmaceutical
recommendations.
In order to perform Chinese herbal medicine classiﬁcation and solve the high-dimensional nonlinear problem in
the data of CHM, Luo et al. [1] developed a new approach
that applying the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and
locally linear embedding algorithm (LLE) to conduct the
CHM classiﬁcation, whereas the dataset utilized in their
paper is quite small that only includes six classes. To classify
the leaves plant, Zhang et al. [2] applied a supervised local
projection strategy and obtained promising results. Unger
et al. [3] proposed a novel method that leverages the support
vector machine (SVM) with morphometric and Fourier
characteristics to perform the CHM classiﬁcation based on
two test datasets. These two datasets contain 17 and 26 classes separately, and each category has about 10 samples. Spe-

ciﬁcally, their method obtained the corresponding
classiﬁcation accuracy of 84% and 73.21% on two datasets,
respectively. In the task of CHM classiﬁcation, Luo et al.
[4] compared two methods, PCA and SVM. And they found
that SVM achieved better performance. Further, the SOM
method has been applied to perform CHM classiﬁcation
[5]. Although promising performances have been achieved
by these methods, the dataset they employed is quite small,
and there are few samples in each category. However, these
methods based on hand-crafted features with less robustness
lead to poor classiﬁcation performance. To achieve
enhanced results, deep neural networks have been taken into
consideration [6]. However, the model is large and has many
parameters, which restricts their utilization in platforms or
applications with fast execution or low memory demands,
e.g., mobile phones.
Mutual learning is a practical method for achieving
promising classiﬁcation results, through tiny yet strong deep
neural networks. The mutual learning begins with a group of
students who synchronously learn to tackle the task together
[7]. Concretely, each student is bound by two losses: a typical
supervised learning loss, and a mimicry loss, which drives
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each student’s class probabilities to correspond with those of
other students. Although mutual learning has obtained superior classiﬁcation performance with less time consumption, it
overlooks the interdependencies among spatial locations or
channels.
Triplet attention is a simple yet eﬀective attention strategy that may establish dependencies between weighted spatial or channels [8]. Triplet attention, in particular, utilizes
a three-branch structure to calculate attention weights by
capturing cross-dimension interaction. Triplet attention
produces interdimensional relationships via the rotation
operation and expresses spatial and interchannel information with low computational cost overhead when applied
to an input tensor.
In order to further improve the Chinese herbal medicine
classiﬁcation performance in terms of accuracy and calculation time, this paper develops a novel Mutual Triplet Attention Learning (MTAL) approach by integrating the
advantages of mutual learning and triplet attention. Speciﬁcally, MTAL allows two student networks to collaborate on
parameter updates and learn interchannel and spatial dependencies from one another throughout the training process.
These designs allow MTAL to achieve greater CHM classiﬁcation eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness by allowing the suggested
model to gather more rich and robust features in a shorter
amount of time.
In summary, our contribution can be listed as follows:
(i) To accomplish CHM classiﬁcation, a novel Mutual
Triplet Attention Learning (MTAL) technique is initially developed. MTAL’s mutual learning component enables our model to get superior classiﬁcation
results while using signiﬁcantly less computing time
than previous models, in particular, with a 50%
reduction in computing time and a 5.5% increase in
accuracy. Furthermore, the MTAL’s triplet attention
unit allows our model to attain spatial and channel
attention, which improves the CHM classiﬁcation
results by 5.5% over the model without the triplet
attention component. Those advantages of MTAL
will allow it to be applied in mobile devices to perform Chinese herbal medicine classiﬁcation more
eﬃciently and eﬀectively
(ii) Several experiments have been designed and performed to verify the superiority of our model. Specifically, these experiments include the comparison of
our MTAL model with diﬀerent models, the evaluation of our del based on two identical basic student
networks (two single ResNet18 or two single ResNet
50), and the evaluation of our MTAL model based
on two distinct student works (one student network
is ResNet18 and the other student network is
ResNet50). Furthermore, MTAL has achieved promising CHM classiﬁcation results with accuracy of
81.64%
The remainder of this paper is shown as follows. The
materials and methods are described in Section 2. We list

our experimental results in Section 3 and illustrate some discussions in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented
in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset. A CHM classiﬁcation dataset (CHMC) with
100 classes (see some samples in Figure 1), proposed in
our prior work [9], is utilized in the experiments. Speciﬁcally, each class in the dataset has a total of 100 samples.
Among the dataset, 80% images are employed for training,
and 20% images are utilized for testing. Hence, there are a
total of 10000 images in the dataset, 2000 samples for testing
and 8000 samples for training. Furthermore, the classes of
medicinal materials in this dataset are relatively rich.
In particular, from the natural properties of medicinal
materials, CHMC contains botanical, mineral, and animal
medicines. Among them, botanical Chinese herbal medicine
includes cockscomb, rice bud, hematoxylin, and cinnamon
twig, respectively, animal medicine (sea cuttlebone, sea
dragon, earth dragon, corrugated fruit, and scorpion), and
mineral medicine (red stone fat, alum). Moreover, considering the medicinal part, CHMC contains roots (Asarum, ginseng), bark (cork, pomegranate peel), seeds (lotus seeds, wild
jujube kernels, and orange cores), etc. In addition, the
majority of the examples in CHMC have natural backgrounds, which can help with real-world applications.
2.2. The Proposed MTAL Model
2.2.1. MTAL Structure. The proposed MTAL model (see
Figure 2) contains two student networks. They perform
mutual learning by teaching each other interactively
throughout the training stage, which will boost their performance. Furthermore, each student network integrates the
triplet attention module, which can capture the crossdimension interaction by calculating attention weights based
on a three-branch structure.
2.2.2. Problem Formulation. The proposed MTAL model
with two student networks is formulated as follows (as
shown in Figure 2). Assume M samples X = fxi gM
i=1 from
C classes; the corresponding label set is denoted as Y =
fyi gM
i=1 with y i ∈ f1, 2, ⋯, Cg.
The predicted probability pc1 ðxi Þ of class c for sample xi
from Network1 is calculated as
pc1 ðxi Þ =

exp ðgc1 ðxi ÞÞ
∑Cc=1 exp ðgc1 ðxi ÞÞ

,

ð1Þ

where the logit gc1 ðxi Þ is obtained from the “softmax” layer
of Network1 for xi .
The loss functions L ϕ1 and L ϕ2 for Network1 and Net
work2 can be formulated as follows:
L ϕ1 = ð1 − αÞ × Ll1 + α × DKL ðp2 kp1 Þ L ϕ2 = ð1 − αÞ × Ll2 + α × DKL ðp1 kp2 Þ,

ð2Þ
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Figure 1: Samples of CHM dataset.
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Figure 2: The framework of the MTAL model. The MTAL model contains two student networks. They perform mutual learning by
teaching each other interactively throughout the training stage, which will boost their performance. Furthermore, each student network
integrates the triplet attention module, which can capture the cross-dimension interaction by calculating attention weights based on a
three-branch structure.

where Ll1 and Ll2 denote the conventional cross entropy losses
in classiﬁcation tasks and DKL ðp2 jjp1 Þ and DKL ðp1 jjp2 Þ indicate the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence losses. α indicates
hyperparameters controlling the strengths of two loss terms.
Among them, Ll1 can be obtained by the following equation.
M

C

i=1

c=1

Ll1 = − 〠  〠 yci × log ðpc1 ðxi ÞÞ,

ð3Þ

where yi is the true label for xi , yci is an indicator, if yi = c, yci = 1
, yi =c, and yci = 0, and Ll1 denotes the cross entropy error
between the correct labels and the predicted values, which
can enforce the model to predict the correct results for the
training samples.
To enhance the generalization capacity of Netowork1 on
the testing samples, we employ another peer Network2 to
oﬀer training experience via its posterior probability p2 . In
order to quantify the matching degree of the predictions p1
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and p2 , the KL divergence is utilized. DKL ðp2 jjp1 Þ indicates the
KL distance from p1 to p2 and can be achieved through
M

C

i=1

c=1

DKL ðp2 jjp1 Þ = 〠  〠 pc2 ðxi Þc log

pc2 ðxi Þ
,
pc1 ðxi Þ

ð4Þ

3. Results

where pc2 ðxi Þ has a similar meaning to that of pc1 ðxi Þ of Equation (1).
Ll2 and DKL ðp1 jjp2 Þ can be obtained by the similar ways
with those of Ll1 and DKL ðp2 jjp1 Þ.
Considering the triplet attention module (TAM) in our
MTAL method, they are integrated after each block of the
corresponding ResNet. The purpose of TAM is to capture
the cross-dimensional dependencies via rotating the input
feature maps followed by residual transformation. Speciﬁcally, triplet attention contains three branches. The top
branch is used to achieve the dependencies between the
channel and the spatial dimensions (C and W). The middle
branch is utilized to obtain the dependencies between the
channel and the spatial dimensions (C and H). The bottom
branch is employed to compute attention weights across
the spatial dimensions (W and H). Finally, the simple average of the three-branch weights is utilized as the ﬁnal weight.
Rotate1 and Rotate2 (see Figure 2) in TAM indicate the
operations that rotate the input tensor 90° anticlockwise
along the W and H axes, respectively. Rotate3 and Rotate4
represent the operations that rotate the input tensor 90°
clockwise along the W and H axis, respectively.
The Z-pool layer in the TAM is employed for reducing
the ﬁrst dimensionality of the input tensor to two via
concatenating the max pooled and average pooled features
across the corresponding dimension. The Z-pool operation
can be formulated as the following equation:
Z − poolðI Þ = ½MaxPool1d ðI Þ, AvgPool1d ðI Þ,

ð5Þ

where 1d indicates the max and average pooling operations
over the ﬁrst dimension of the corresponding tensor.
The Conv layer in the TAM denotes the standard twodimensional convolutional layers with kernel size k (k is an
empirical parameter, speciﬁed 7 in our paper). The Sigmoid
in the TAM indicates the sigmoid activation function, which
has the following deﬁnition:
sigmoidðxÞ =

1
:
1 + exp ð−xÞ

the better. FLOPs indicate the ﬂoating point operations
needed to be performed per second; the smaller, the better.
Parameters and FLOPs illustrate the eﬃciency of the model.
Note that all experiments are executed on TITANX GPUs.

ð6Þ

2.2.3. Model Training. For a fair comparison, the models in
the experiment uniformly adopt SGD to learn the parameters, with a batch size 32. The learning rate starts with 0.01
and then decreases to 1/10 per 80 epochs. The momentum
is 0.9. α is 0.8. We stop our training at 200 epochs.
2.2.4. Evaluation Criteria. To compare the performance of
diﬀerent models, some evaluation criteria including accuracy, parameters, FLOPs [8], and loss are adopted. The accuracy reﬂects the performance of the model. Parameters
denote the number parameters of the model; the smaller,

In this section, we will describe our experiments in detail.
The proposed model’s eﬃciency is investigated through ﬁve
separate experiments, including the evaluation of the performance of MTAL, evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of mutual
learning, evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of triplet attention,
evaluation of the MTAL model based on the identical student networks, and evaluation of the MTAL model based
on two distinct student networks.
3.1. Evaluation of the Performance of the MTAL Model. To
explore the performances of the proposed models, we compare various popular deep neural networks. The comparison
models include MobileNet [10], ResNet [11], and Xception71 [12], with results presented in Table 1. Table 1 illustrates that the MTAL model obtains the best results,
outperforming MobileNetV2, MobileNetV3, ResNet18,
ResNet50, and Xception71 by 15.39%, 11.76%, 10.25%,
6.16%, and 4%, which validates the superiority of the MTAL
model in CHM classiﬁcation task.
3.2. Evaluation of the Eﬀectiveness of Mutual Learning. To
evaluate the eﬀectiveness of mutual learning, the single
ResNets without mutual learning and the mutual learning
models are utilized to perform comparisons. These models
are simply represented as SigRes and MulRes, respectively.
Speciﬁcally, SigResi indicates the ResNet model with ith
layers, and MulResi(j) denotes the ResNeti model has
received the knowledge from the other ResNetj model during training. Comparison results are shown in Tables 2–4.
Tables 2 and 3 show the comparison of models with or
without mutual learning based on two identical student networks. Table 2 shows the comparison of ResNet18, and
Table 3 denotes the comparison of ResNet50, respectively.
From these two tables, we can see that the models with
mutual leaning obviously outperform those models without,
with an accuracy increase of about 4.81% 5.13%. Those
results validate the eﬀectiveness of mutual learning.
Table 4 illustrates the comparison of models with or
without mutual learning based on two distinct student networks, ResNet18 and ResNet50. From this table, we can
see that the models with mutual leaning obviously outperform those models without, with an accuracy increase of
about 4.94% and 6.41%. Furthermore, the small student network with mutual learning (MulRes18(50)) has achieved
better results than the large network without mutual learning (SigRes50), with accuracy increase of 2.47% and parameter decrease of 53.98%, which further veriﬁes the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of mutual learning.
3.3. Evaluation of the Eﬀectiveness of Triplet Attention. To
evaluate the eﬀectiveness of triplet attention, the ResNet
models with and without triplet attention modules are utilized to perform comparisons. These models are simply
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Table 1: Comparison of various models based on 100 types of CHM.
Models
Accuracy

MobileNetV2

MobileNetV3

ResNet18

ResNet50

Xception71

MTAL

70.75

73.05

74.05

76.90

78.5

81.64

Table 2: Comparisons of diﬀerent models with or without mutual
learning based on ResNet18.

Table 5: Comparisons of diﬀerent models with or without triplet
attention based on ResNet18.

Model

Model

SigRes18
MulRes18(18)-1
MulRes18(18)-2

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

11.69 M
11.69 M
11.69 M

1.82 G
1.82 G
1.82G

74.05
77.63
77.85

Table 3: Comparisons of diﬀerent models with or without mutual
learning based on ResNet50.
Model
SigRes50
MulRes50(50)-1
MulRes50(50)-2

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

25.56 M
25.56 M
25.56 M

4.12 G
4.12 G
4.12 G

76.90
80.40
80.60

Table 4: Comparisons of diﬀerent models with or without mutual
learning based on ResNet18 and ResNet50.
Model
SigRes18
SigRes50
MulRes18(50)
MulRes50(18)

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

11.69 M
25.56 M
11.69 M
25.56 M

1.82 G
4.12 G
1.82 G
4.12 G

74.05
76.90
78.80
80.70

represented as SigRes and SigAttRes, respectively. Speciﬁcally, SigResi/SigAttResi indicates the ResNet model with i
th layers; comparison results are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
Tables 5 and 6 show the comparison of models with or
without triplet attention based on ResNet18 and ResNet50,
respectively. From these two tables, we can see that the
models with triplet attention are obviously superior to those
models without, with an accuracy increase of about 1.42%
and 2.01%, which validates the eﬀectiveness of triplet
attention.
3.4. Evaluation of the MTAL Model Based on Two Identical
Student Networks. In this section, we verify the performance
of the proposed MTAL based on two identical student networks. Speciﬁcally, MTAL utilizes the ResNet backbones.
Furthermore, the backbone network with diﬀerent layers is
employed to validate the generalization of the proposed
approach, including ResNet18 and ResNet50 separately
here.
The single convolutional neural network ResNet [11],
single ResNet with triplet attention [8], and mutual learning
model [7] based on the same ResNet backbone, respectively,
are adopted to compare with the proposed MTAL with two
identical basic student networks. These four models are sim-

SigRes18
SigAttRes18

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

11.69 M
11.69 M

1.82 G
1.83 G

74.05
75.10

Table 6: Comparisons of diﬀerent models with or without triplet
attention based on ResNet50.
Model
SigRes50
SigAttRes50

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

25.56 M
25.56 M

4.12 G
4.17 G

76.90
78.45

ply named as SigRes, SigAttRes, MulRes, and MTALRes,
respectively. Comparison results are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 illustrates the accuracy and loss of diﬀerent
comparison models based on two identical student networks, under diﬀerent training epochs. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) show the comparison of accuracy of diﬀerent models,
and Figures 3(c) and 3(d) illustrate the comparison of loss
of corresponding models in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). Speciﬁcally, in Figure 3, MulRes18(18)/MTALRes18(18) indicates
the one ResNet18/ResNet18+triplet attention model learning experience from another model with the same architecture. For MulRes18(18)-i/MTALRes18(18)-i, i denotes the
index of two mutual learning models. MulRes50(50)-i
/MTALRes50(50)-i has a similar meaning to that of
MulRes18(18)-i/MTALRes18(18)-i.
It is concluded that the results of SigAttRes18/SigAttRes50 exceed those of SigRes18/SigRes50 by 1.1%/2.01%,
which validates the eﬀectiveness of the triplet attention.
MulRes18(18)/MulRes50(50) outperforms the corresponding Single ResNet models by 2.7%-5.1%, verifying the superiority of mutual learning. Moreover, both MTALRes18(18)
and MTALRes50(50) obtain the best results in their corresponding counterparts at both performance and eﬃciency.
Speciﬁcally, MTALRes18(18)/MTALRes50(50) surpasses
SigRes18/SigRes50,
SigAttRes18/SigAttRes50,
and
MulRes18(18)/MulRes50(50) by about 6.2%/6.1%, 4.7%/
4.0%, and 1.3%/1.5% on accuracy and about 10%/19%,
78%/79%, and 80%/83% in terms of loss, respectively. The
reason is that MTAL leverages the beneﬁts of both mutual
learning and triplet attention, which allows the network to
learn cross-dimension dependencies from the other one.
Tables 7 and 8 summarize the comparisons of diﬀerent
models based on the corresponding evaluation criteria. The
proposed MTAL models outperform SigRes, SigAttRes,
and MulRes in terms of accuracy, with almost negligible
parameters and FLOP increase (0.02% and 1%). In addition,
MTALRes18(18) can acquire 2.3% better accuracy than
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Figure 3: Comparison results of diﬀerent models in terms of accuracy and loss based on the same basic network. (a) Comparison of
accuracy of diﬀerent models, including single ResNet18 model (SigRes18), single ResNet18+triplet attention (SigAttRes18), two single
ResNet18 with knowledge learned from the other ResNet18 (MulRes18-1 and MulRes18-2), and two SigAttRes18 with knowledge
learned from the other SigAttRes50 (MTALRes18-1 and MTALRes18-2). (b) Comparison of accuracy of diﬀerent models, including
single ResNet50 model (SigRes50), single ResNet50+triplet attention (SigAttRes50), two single ResNet50 with knowledge learned from
the other ResNet50 (MulRes50-1 and MulRes50-2), and two SigAttRes50 with knowledge learned from the other SigAttRes50
(MTALRes50-1 and MTALRes50-2). (c) The comparison of losses of corresponding models of (a). (d) The comparison of losses of
corresponding models of (b).
Table 7: Comparisons of diﬀerent models for the classiﬁcation of
CHM based on the same basic student network ResNet18.

Table 8: Comparisons of diﬀerent models for the classiﬁcation of
CHM based on the same basic student network ResNet50.

Model

Model

SigRes18
SigAttRes18
MulRes18(18)-1
MulRes18(18)-2
MTALRes18(18)-1 (ours)
MTALRes18(18)-2(ours)

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

11.69 M
11.69 M
11.69 M
11.69 M
11.69 M
11.69 M

1.82 G
1.83 G
1.82 G
1.82 G
1.83 G
1.83 G

74.05
75.10
77.63
77.85
78.50
78.70

SigRes50
SigAttRes50
MulRes50(50)-1
MulRes50(50)-2
MTALRes50(50)-1(ours)
MTALRes50(50)-2(ours)

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

25.56 M
25.56 M
25.56 M
25.56 M
25.56 M
25.56 M

4.12 G
4.17 G
4.12 G
4.12 G
4.17 G
4.17 G

76.90
78.45
80.40
80.60
81.64
81.35
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Figure 4: Comparison results of diﬀerent models in terms of accuracy and loss based on the diﬀerent basic student networks. (a)
Comparison of accuracy of diﬀerent models, including single ResNet18 model (SigRes18), single ResNet18+triplet attention
(SigAttRes18), single ResNet18 with knowledge learned from ResNet50 (MulRes18(50)), SigAttRes18 with knowledge learned from
SigAttRes50 (MTALRes18(50)). (b) Comparison of accuracy of diﬀerent models, including single ResNet50 model (SigRes50), single
ResNet50+triplet attention(SigAttRes50), single ResNet50 with knowledge learned from ResNet18 (MulRes50(18)), and SigAttRes50 with
knowledge learned from SigAttRes18 (MTALRes50(18)). (c) The comparison of loss of the corresponding models of (a). (d) The
comparison of loss of the corresponding models of (b).
Table 9: Comparisons of diﬀerent models for the classiﬁcation of
CHM based on the basic network ResNet18.
Model
SigRes18
SigAttRes18
MulRes18(50)
MTALRes18(50)(ours)

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

11.69 M
11.69 M
11.69 M
11.69 M

1.82 G
1.83 G
1.82 G
1.83 G

74.05
75.10
78.80
79.35

SigRes50 and achieve comparable accuracy with SigAttRes50, but its parameters and FLOPs are signiﬁcantly lower
than those of SigRes50 and SigAttRes50 (over 2 times less).
Moreover, although MTALRes50(50) needs comparable
parameters and FLOPs with other models with the same
backbone, it achieves better results.

3.5. Evaluation of the Model Based on Two Distinct Student
Networks. In this section, we validate the performance of
the proposed MTAL based on two distinct student networks.
Speciﬁcally, the two student networks are ResNet18 and
ResNet50 separately.
The single convolutional neural network ResNet [11],
single ResNet with triplet attention [8], and mutual learning
model [7] based on diﬀerent ResNet backbones, respectively,
are adopted to compare with the proposed MTAL with different basic student neural networks. These four models
are simply named as SigRes, SigAttRes, MulRes, and
MTALRes, respectively. MulRes iðjÞ denotes the model
ResNeti with knowledge learned from the model ResNetj.
MTALResiðjÞ has a similar meaning to that of MulRes iðjÞ.
Comparison results are presented in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy and loss of diﬀerent comparison models based on two distinct student networks,
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Table 10: Comparisons of diﬀerent models for the classiﬁcation of
CHM based on the basic network ResNet50.
Model
SigRes50
SigAttRes50
MulRes50(18)
MTALRes50(18)(ours)

Parameters

FLOPs

Accuracy

25.56 M
25.56 M
25.56 M
25.56 M

4.12 G
4.17 G
4.12 G
4.17 G

76.90
78.45
80.70
81.35

under diﬀerent training epochs. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show
the comparison of accuracy of diﬀerent models, and
Figure 4(c) and 4(d) illustrate the comparison of loss of corresponding models in Figures 4(a) and 4(b).
From Figure 4, we can see that SigAttRes18/SigAttRes50
exceeds SigRes18/SigRes50 by 1.42%/2.01%, which validates
the eﬀectiveness of the triplet attention. MulRes18(50)/
MulRes50(18) outperforms the corresponding single ResNet
(SigRes18/SigRes50) by 6.41%/4.94%, verifying the superiority of mutual learning (even the smaller student can further
boost the larger one student). Moreover, both
MTALRes18(50) and MTALRes50(18) obtain the best
results in their corresponding counterparts at both performance and eﬃciency. Speciﬁcally, MTALRes18(50)/
MTALRes50(18) surpasses SigRes18/SigRes50, SigAttRes18/SigAttRes50, and MulRes18(50)/MulRes50(18) by
7.16%/5.79%, 5.65%/3.70%, and 0.69%/0.80% on accuracy
and about 9.1%/9.7%, 77.5%/79.2%, and 80.2%/80.7% in
terms of loss, respectively, which validates the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed model.
Tables 9 and 10 summarize the comparisons of diﬀerent
models based on the corresponding evaluation criteria. The
proposed MTAL models outperform SigRes, SigAtt, and
MulRes in terms of accuracy, with almost negligible parameters and FLOPs increase (0.02% and 1%). Additionally,
MTALRes18(50) can acquire 3.18% and 1.15% better accuracy than those of SigRes50 and SigAttRes50, but its parameters and FLOPs are signiﬁcantly lower than SigRes50 and
SigAttRes50 (over 2 times less). Moreover, although
MTALRes50(18) needs comparable parameters and FLOPs
with other models with the same backbone (SigAttRes50),
it achieves better results.

4. Discussion
The proposed MTAL leverages both mutual learning and
triplet attention modules, which may gain cross-dimension
knowledge of the spatial dimensions and channel dimension
from them and the other student network in an interactive
manner. This interactive learning and the cross-dimension
dependency capturing capacity allows our model MTAL to
achieve promising performance at both accuracy and eﬃciency. In order to validate the superiority of MTAL, several
experiments are designed and conducted, including evaluation of the performance of the MTAL model, evaluation of
the MTAL model based on two identical student networks,
and evaluation of the MTAL model based on two distinct
student networks.

When compared to other popular models, such as MobileNetV2, MobileNetV3, ResNet18, ResNet50, and Xception71, MTAL achieves state-of-the-art performance,
demonstrating MTAL’s eﬃcacy.
The MTAL model obtains better performance and eﬃciency when comparing with their corresponding counterparts, including SigRes, SigAttRes, and MulRes,
respectively, which validates the generalization performance
of our model.
Through triplet attention-enhanced mutual learning, the
small student network of our model can even obtain better
performance than those of large student networks. For
example, MTALRes18(50) achieves 3.18% and 1.15% better
accuracy than those of SigRes50 and SigAttRes50, saving
even two times complexity and time cost. On the other hand,
when the scale of the network is the same with other networks, our model obtains better performance than other
models.
In conclusion, our model outperforms the competition
in terms of accuracy and eﬃciency in the CHM classiﬁcation
task.

5. Conclusions
This paper has developed a novel MTAL approach for CHM
classiﬁcation, which combines mutual learning with the triplet attention module for transferring the cross-dimension
dependencies from one network to another one. With the
help of deep mutual learning, an ensemble of basic student
neural networks of our model can update parameters collaboratively and gain information from each other during the
whole training process. As a beneﬁt from the triplet attention module, our model can collect interdimensional information via the rotation operation and accomplish
interchannel and spatial dependencies with nearly no
increase in computational overhead. Leveraging the mutual
learning and triplet attention module, our MTAL model
has achieved excellent classiﬁcation performance of Chinese
herbal medicines with higher eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness.
When compared to other models, the experimental ﬁndings
show that MTAL can greatly improve CHM classiﬁcation
performance with minimally compromised training settings
and FLOPs. The MTAL model, in particular, delivers 3.18%
greater accuracy and 80.7% lower loss than other models.
Further work would explore more eﬃcient mutual
learning-based methodologies and a more promising
attention-based feature extraction approach to boost the
eﬀectiveness and the eﬃciency of the CHM classiﬁcation.
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